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The continuing diversification in size, pressure, and power requirements of electronic devices motivates the unification of various breakdown and electron emission models to optimize device design and operation. 1 Classical theory predicts electric discharges based upon Townsend avalanche, represented mathematically by Paschen's law (PL). 2 At higher gap pressure P and larger gap distance D, streamer formation drives plasma discharge. 3 At microscale, field emission (FE), the stripping of electrons from the cathode modeled by the Fowler-Nordheim (FN) equation, drives breakdown. 1, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] The present study focuses on the classical FN equation derived for flat plate emitters since we currently focus on characterizing the transition between electron emission mechanisms rather than exactly predicting the transition; more recent advances in FN theory may ultimately be incorporated. [13] [14] [15] Further increasing current at vacuum causes the emission to become limited by space charge, 16 as described by the Child-Langmuir (CL) law. 17, 18 Electron emission is critical in vacuum electronics, [19] [20] [21] [22] with many studies exploring the importance of space charge in thermionic emission (TE) [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] and examining the transition from FE to space charge limited emission (SCLE) [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] and FE to TE. 35 An asymptotic analysis derived an equation for the transition from FE to SCLE for increasing voltage V or decreasing D: 17 While CL describes SCLE at vacuum, 18 it does not account for collisions or pressure. Even low pressure can be detrimental to emission and lifetime. 36 Moreover, as one considers gas breakdown at the microscale, 3, 5, 6, 37 further reducing the gap distance may induce the transition from FE to SCLE, particularly as one approaches the electron mean free path k. However, for D > k, SCLE must account for collisions. 38, 39 While several studies have corrected the CL law for collisions, [40] [41] [42] a better analogy is SCLE in semiconductors, given by the Mott-Gurney (MG) law. 43 A matched asymptotic analysis of plasma sheath behavior showed that the maximum current density J transitions from CL scaling, J / V 3=2 =D 2 , to MG scaling, J / V 2 =D 3 , by incorporating electron mobility l, defined as v d ¼ lE, where v d is the drift velocity and E is the electric field, into the fluid equation for electron motion. 44 Thus, asymptotic studies have demonstrated the transition from FN to CL 17 and CL to MG; 45 however, no study has comprehensively assessed the transition between all three electron emission mechanisms. Given the necessity of incorporating collisions into electron emission theory for either D % k at atmospheric pressure or SCLE for imperfect vacuum, this letter assesses the transitions between FN, MG, and CL by including electron mobility into the equation for electron motion.
We start with a one-dimensional, planar diode with the cathode at x ¼ 0 and the anode at x ¼ D, fixed at V with respect to the cathode. The gap is filled with a neutral gas with electron mobility l, which varies inversely with pressure P. 45 We assume electron emission from the cathode with negligible initial (t ¼ 0) velocity and accelerated by the surface electric field E s ¼ E(0),
Coupling Poisson's equation with continuity, J ¼ env, where e, n, and v are the electron charge, number density, and velocity, respectively, yields
where / is the electric potential, 0 is the permittivity of free space, and J ¼ AE 2 s expðÀB=E s Þ from the FN relation, where A and B are the semi-empirically derived constants. 7 We write the electron force balance as
where the second term on the right-hand-side represents friction. 44 We nondimensionalize (1) and (2) by
where the bars denote the dimensionless parameters and subscript 0 designates the scaling terms. Recasting (1), (2) , and the FN equation using (3) gives
and
Differentiating (5) with respect to x, transforming to the Llewellyn form by using v dx=dt to change variables, 17 and combining with (4) yields
Solving (6) and (7) gives
We solve for the critical current density JðV Þ at the transit time T such that x T ð Þ ¼ D and / T ð Þ ¼ V for fixed l and D. Rather than using an energy balance to find V; 17 we integrate (5) with respect to x and change variables to t to obtain
with v t ð Þ given by (8) . We numerically solve for T by substituting J E ð Þ from (6) into (9) and evaluating at t ¼ T: We then compute V by substituting T, (6), and (8) into (10). With l and D fixed, this gives J and V parametrically in terms of E.
While an exact solution requires solving (9) numerically, an asymptotic analysis can elucidate the transitions between FN, MG, and CL. For high mobility (low pressure), expanding the exponential in (8) and (9) eliminates the collisional terms, yield-
The second term of (10) can be neglected, giving
Setting the approximations of v T ð Þ equal and
Incorporating T into the simplified expression x T ð Þ above gives the transcendental function
, which has the asymptotic limits of
for the CL limit at large V, and
for the FN limit at small V.
17
At low mobility (high pressure), exp Àt=l À Á % 0, and (8) and
Using these relationships to explicitly solve (10) gives
Applying (6) and the definition of v to (13) and neglecting higher order terms of l yields
which is MG. 33 In the low current limit when space charge
. Solving (13) in this limit and neglecting higher order terms give V % ED; which we combine
From (15) to (17), we determine the expected regime as a function of 1=l / P. 38 Electron emission is governed by
respectively. Note that (11), (12), and (14)- (20) are universal since they hold for any gas or cathode material. Figure 1 shows J as a function of V for the exact solution of (9), denoted by symbols, and the asymptotes defined by (11), (12) , and (14), denoted by lines, to demonstrate the transition between these phenomena for D ¼ 10 7 . At low V; emission follows FN regardless of l. As V increases, emission follows MG until V becomes sufficiently large with respect to l such that emission follows CL. Increasing V ultimately yields CL emission behavior regardless of l, indicating that the electrons accelerate quickly enough that the gap exhibits vacuum-like behavior. For sufficiently large l; the MG region disappears, yielding J FN ¼ J MG ¼ J CL ; which we define as a "triple-point" that simultaneously satisfies all three electron emission laws. 17 At the triple point, the solution bifurcates, making for asymptotic solution for the transitions between FN to MG, (15) , and MG to CL, (16) 
Mathematically, (19) shows that the MG regime disappears
Dimensionless current density J as a function of dimensionless voltage V for the exact solution of (9) and the asymptotic solutions of (11), (12) , and (14) for the Child-Langmuir (CL), Fowler-Nordheim (FN), and Mott-Gurney (MG) laws, respectively, for three different dimensionless mobilities l at D ¼ 10 7 : For increasing V ; electron emission transitions from FN to MG to CL with electron emission always driven by FN and CL at sufficiently low and high voltages, respectively. At a certain combination of l; D; and V ; J FN ¼ J MG ¼ J CL ; yielding a "triple point" where all three asymptotic solutions are equal, indicating increased sensitivity in the initial conditions determining the dominant emission mechanism. . At small D or high l (or low pressure, P, since P / 1=l), collisions are not important and electron emission directly transitions from Fowler-Nordheim (FN) to ChildLangmuir (CL), as in vacuum. At the triple point, Mott-Gurney (MG) becomes important due to collisions and FN ¼ CL ¼ MG. At larger gaps or lower mobility (higher pressure), raising V causes emission to transition from FN to MG to CL, indicating that one can achieve CL if the electron energy is sufficiently large to minimize collisions with the neutral gas.
derived previously for vacuum. 17 In other words, each pressure (inverse mobility 42 ) has a region of V and D for which the diode exhibits vacuum-like behavior. Writing this relationship as an equality gives the triple point as
Since (21) comes from setting the asymptotic solutions equal, the triple point does not exactly correspond to the exact solution of (9) . While the triple point may not correspond to an exact solution, it does indicate a regime where the dominant electron emission mechanisms would be highly sensitive to small perturbations in the controllable parameters D; V; and l and by external factors, such as resistance. 46 Since the triple point occurs when J MG ¼ J FN and J MG ¼ J CL ; we add these equations,
which defines the triple point in terms of mobility. Thus, the triple point is a unique combination of D, V , and l. Combining (21) and (22) gives the triple point as a function of only l and V as
Equations (17), (21), and (23) describe the triple point; fixing D; V, or l specifies the other two parameters at the triple point. e P A0 Þ, where T e is the electron temperature in K, l A is the argon electron mobility in m 2 =ðVsÞ, and P A0 is the reduced pressure of argon in Torr. 45 Obtaining T e from mv 47 giving P ¼ 791 Torr. Thus, the triple point yields similar physically realizable conditions for these gases.
The triple point for a 250 nm diode filled with nitrogen occurs near atmospheric pressure. This is particularly relevant for microscale gas breakdown, where one transitions from Townsend avalanche to field emission for microscale gaps. 17 This further demonstrates that even at high PD, emission behavior still follows CL for sufficiently high voltage.
In summary, this letter derives equations to represent the transition from FE to SCLE in vacuum (CL) and as a function of pressure (MG) by incorporating a frictional term into the force balance proportional to P. The exact numerical solution of the resulting equations agreed with asymptotic limits obtained from a matched asymptotic analysis for FE and CL at vacuum 17 and MG at general P. Setting the asymptotic solutions for FN, CL, and MG equal yielded unique combinations of D, V, and l (/ 1/P) where all three emission mechanisms converge. Equating pairs of these asymptotic solutions creates phase diagrams defining the conditions for inter-mechanism transitions. The overall results show that regardless of pressure, electron emission is driven by CL at high V and small D and FN at low V. The phase diagrams also show that at large D or low l, one may transition from FN to MG to CL with increasing V, further demonstrating that electron emission may follow vacuum scaling even at larger gaps or higher pressures. These results have implications at high pressure for predicting gas breakdown at the microscale and smaller gaps that are driven by electron emission and for vacuum devices containing non-vacuum regions. While the predicted triple point's asymptotic nature means that it may not strictly exist, it does define a regime where electron emission may be easily perturbed between the three mechanisms. This letter assumed v(0) ¼ 0; a nonzero initial electron velocity would likely shift the triple point to higher voltages since the electrons would spend less time in the gap. Furthermore, we hypothesize that similar triple points exist for every transition from any electron emission mechanism to SCLE. The exact mechanism-for instance, FE for non-planar or nanoscale diodes, thermionic emission, or photoemission-will modify the exact location of the triple point and possibly the slope of the transition from non-SCLE to SCLE behavior.
Further assessing the sensitivity of the electron mechanism to external perturbations, such as resistance 46 or nonuniform electrodes, 48, 49 will illuminate likely triple point ranges in future experiments. Future experimental measurements of current as a function of applied voltage for various gap distances and gases, extending previous experiments assessing the transition from FN to CL for nanogaps 50 may further refine the theory.
While this study has focused on leveraging the incorporation of collisions into SCLE from Ref. 44 with the unification of FE with SCLE at vacuum in Ref. 17 , the transition from FE to MG to CL with reducing gap distance has clear implications on previous theoretical studies unifying PL and FE for microscale gas breakdown. 1, 5, 51 Although the current study is physically adjacent to these theories, 1, 5, 51 one can envision unifying this work with those and even further extending SCLE to the quantum scale; 52 however, a universal, unified theory is complicated by requiring a single set of scaling parameters. Much as Refs. 1, 17, 44, and 52 unify the individual transitions between mechanisms, the current study better demonstrates the importance of collisions in the transition from FE to SCLE than a fully unified model would. Thus, it provides valuable information, particularly the presence of the "triple point," and a starting point for developing a unified theory of gas breakdown.
